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(57) ABSTRACT 

A configurable Scheduling method and apparatus for Sched 
uling orders and worker according to a constraint Set includ 
ing a programmable constraint Set and a fixed constraint Set. 
The programmable constraint Set programmed by a Service 
organization to alter the Schedule proceSS from a normal 
process governed by the fixed constraint Set to a reconfig 
ured process also governed by the programmable constraint 
Set. 
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CONFIGURABLE SCHEDULING SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001) This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Applications 60/193,834, 60/193.917, 60/193,832, 
60/193,705 and 60/193,833, each of which were filed Mar. 
31, 2000, and each of which are incorporated herein by 
reference 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The technical field relates generally to scheduling, 
and more particularly, to a System and method for a con 
figurable Scheduling System that is configurable by a Service 
organization using the System. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE - PERMISSION 

0003) A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains materials which are Subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office 
patent files or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright 
rights whatsoever. The following notice applies to the Soft 
ware and data as described below and in the drawings 
attached hereto: Copyright (C) 2001, MDSI Mobile Data 
Solutions Inc., All Rights Reserved. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004. In many industries which employ a large mobile 
Workforce, Such as utilities, taxi companies, and large equip 
ment repair services, the efficiency with which mobile 
workers can be Scheduled and dispatched to customers can 
have a great impact on customer Satisfaction as well as on a 
Service provider's bottom line. From the customer Satisfac 
tion Standpoint, it is not uncommon for a customer to call a 
cable television company, or other Service provider, to 
request Service only to be told to choose a four-hour Service 
window on good days, or an “all day' Service window on 
bad days. Even when the customer is “lucky” enough to 
request Service on a "good' day, the worker dispatched by 
the service provider typically will arrive well after the 
window has closed, or the customer will have waited, and 
wasted, most of the day for what should typically only be a 
half-hour service call. This situation arises from an inability 
of the Service provider to accurately predict when a particu 
lar worker will complete a given task and how long it will 
take for the worker to reach the next Service location. 

0005 From the financial standpoint, inefficient schedul 
ing and dispatching results in fewer Service calls being 
performed each day, potentially resulting in lower earnings 
per worker-hour, as well as possible additional expenditures 
required for hiring and training additional workers. To 
improve Scheduling and dispatching, many Service providers 
have an automated or computerized Scheduling System carry 
out these taskS. Conventional Scheduling Systems typically 
perform the Scheduling and dispatching tasks through the 
use of various algorithms that account for many factors in 
assigning a mobile worker to Service a customers work 
order, Such as time availability, Skill Sets, geographic area, 
duration of each work order, travel time, and the like. Thus, 
using Scheduling Systems. Such as these allow for a Service 
provider to more efficiently utilize their mobile workers in 
Satisfying customer work orders. 
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0006 Although scheduling systems have reduced the 
difficulty a Service provider faces in Scheduling and dis 
patching mobile workers, the Systems and algorithms 
employed are generally difficult customize or reconfigure to 
the needs of a particular Service organization. Although 
Some conventional Scheduling Systems have incorporated 
Some aspects of configurability by the Service organization, 
the extent of configurability is usually limited to customiz 
ing the Scheduling System by having the Service organization 
Select from a set of predefined Scheduling rules. However, 
any additional configuration of the Scheduling System by the 
Service organization involves custom reprogramming of the 
algorithms themselves, which will require the reprogram 
ming be performed the programmers of the Scheduling 
System. Moreover, in the cases where additional modifica 
tions to the Scheduling System are required by the Service 
organization, additional reprogramming may be required. AS 
one could imagine, having the algorithms reprogrammed for 
a custom configuration of the Scheduling System can be 
costly and time consuming. The Service organization is also 
Subject to the time constraints of the programmerS repro 
gramming the algorithms. That is, Service organizations 
have no choice but to wait until programmerS have time to 
work on their Scheduling Systems. For the Service organi 
Zation having limited financial resources, or where repro 
gramming of the algorithms cannot be completed within the 
desired timeframe, the Service organization is left without 
any options but to Suffer through the use of the existing 
Scheduling System. Therefore, there is a need for a config 
urable Scheduling System having greater flexibility in allow 
ing a Service organization using the System to configure the 
System. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The present invention relates to a user-configurable 
Scheduling method and apparatus configurable by a Service 
organization for Scheduling orders and workers in accor 
dance with a constraint Set including a programmable con 
Straint Set and a fixed constraint Set. The programmable 
constraint Set alters the Schedule process from a normal 
process governed by the fixed constraint Set. The constraint 
Set includes programmable rules and constants. The pro 
grammable rules may be programmed in accordance with a 
rule language convention having a first field containing rule 
identifier to uniquely identify the data Structure, and a field 
containing a rule body including material for altering the 
Schedule proceSS from a Standard process to a reconfigured 
process configured by the Service organization. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system showing the 
relationship between a Service organization, a Scheduling 
System, mobile Service representatives, and customers 
according to and embodiment of the present invention. 
0009 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the scheduling 
System according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0010. In the following detailed description of exemplary 
embodiments of the invention, reference is made to the 
accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof, and in 
which are shown, by way of illustration, Specific exemplary 
embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. 
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These embodiments are described in Sufficient detail to 
enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. Other 
embodiments may be utilized and Structural, logical, elec 
trical, and other changes may be made without departing 
from the Spirit or Scope of the present invention. The 
following detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken 
in a limiting Sense, and the Scope of the present invention is 
defined only by the appended claims. The present applica 
tion incorporates by reference the following references: 
0.011 Simon Jacobs, Enterprise Scheduling System 
(ESS) Function Specification, Rev. 4.1 (Jun. 30, 2000); and 
Simon Jacobs, Configurable WDS (CWDS), Rev. 2.1 (Aug. 
1999). 
0012 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system 100 accord 
ing to one aspect of the present invention. The system 100 
includes a Service organization 102. The Service organiza 
tion 102 performs services for a roster of customers. When 
a customer 108 is interested in having a service performed 
by the service organization 102, the customer 108 calls the 
Service organization 102 to make a reservation for a Service 
to be performed. Using the scheduling system 104, the 
service organization 102 negotiates with the customer 108 to 
place a reservation on a Schedule. The Scheduling System 
104 provides to the service organization 102 several 
appointment windows from which the customer 108 may 
choose. The customer 108 selects an appointment window in 
which the Service will be performed. During the negotiation, 
the Scheduling System 104 makes preliminary assignment to 
one or more mobile service representatives 106. A mobile 
service representative 106 is one who is capable of perform 
ing the service requested by the customer 108. Each time a 
reservation is placed, the Scheduling System 104 accounts 
for many factors in assigning the reservation to a mobile 
service representative 106, such as time availability, skill 
Sets, geographic area, duration of each job, travel times 
between jobs, and equipment requirements. The Scheduling 
system 104 can be implemented over one machine or several 
machines with different processors. This allows the sched 
uling System 104 to be Scalable depending on the needs of 
the service organization 102. As will be discussed in more 
detail below, the scheduling system 104 is also configurable 
by the Service organization, thus allowing the Scheduling 
system 104 to meet different constraints and objectives as 
defined by the Service organization. 

0013 FIG. 2 illustrates a scheduling system 200 accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. The Sched 
uling system 200 is similar to the scheduling system 104 
shown in FIG. 1 and can be substituted for the scheduling 
system 104. The scheduling system 200 performs a sched 
uling process. That is, the Scheduling process includes 
appointment negotiation, assignment and optimization pro 
cesses. It will be appreciated that additional processes may 
be included, as well as having one or more of the processes 
described herein omitted, without departing from the Scope 
of the present invention. The processes of appointment 
negotiation, assignment and optimization have been pro 
vided merely for the purposes of an example. It will be 
appreciated that “process” is used herein to refer to a logical 
collection of activities. 

0.014. The scheduling system includes a negotiator 204, 
an assigner 208, and an optimizer 212 which perform 
negotiating, assigning, and optimizing functions through the 
use of a negotiation algorithm 216, an assignment algorithm 
220, and an optimization function 224, respectively. Nego 
tiating offers appointment windows to a customer to Select 
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for a reservation and has performed enough processing to 
know that the reservation may be assigned to any of the 
appointment windows that are offered to the customer. 
ASSigning assigns the reservations to a shift of a mobile 
service representative provided that the shift and the mobile 
Service representative Satisfy certain constraints, Such as 
sufficient skill sets to perform the work under the reserva 
tion. Optimizing changes the way reservations are assigned 
by the assigning function to meet optimization objectives 
defined by the Service organization. The optimization may 
move reservations within a shift of a mobile Service repre 
Sentative. It may Swap reservations between two shifts of 
two mobile Service representatives as well. The optimization 
is designed to occur independent from the assignment while 
new reservations are being assigned. 
0015. It will be appreciated that scheduling system 200 
may be implemented using various computer Systems and 
Software techniques that are well-known to those of ordinary 
skill in the art. A more detailed description of a System in 
which the scheduling system 200 may be implemented is 
provided in co-pending U.S. Pat. application s 
entitled ENTERPRISE SCHEDULING SYSTEM FOR 
SCHEDULING MOBILE SERVICE REPRESENTA 
TIVES, filed on Apr. 2, 2001, to Jacobs et al., which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

0016. In embodiments of the present invention, operation 
of the negotiation algorithm 216, the assignment algorithm 
220, and the optimization algorithm 224 of the scheduling 
system 200 is governed by a constraint set, which includes 
a set of rules and a Set of constants. The Set of constraints can 
be defined in a file that is then compiled into a library that 
are used when the negotiation, assignment, or optimization 
algorithms are executed. The set of rules include both fixed 
busineSS rules, which are generally inaccessible by a Service 
organization, and configurable rules that can be programmed 
by the Service organization. Similarly, as will be explained 
in more detail below, the Set of constants are programmable 
and may be used by the Service organization to control the 
flow of execution of the rules. Their values can be changed 
at run time by dispatchers and System administrators to 
adjust the rule Set based on different operating conditions. 
For example, changing the Scheduling during a Snow Store 
as compared to a Sunny day, or Scheduling during a major 
Service outage. 

0017 Although the underlying structure of the negotia 
tion, assignment, and optimization algorithms 216, 220, and 
224 are fixed, and generally inaccessible to the Service 
organization, the rules, and consequently the constants, are 
invoked from within the negotiation, assignment, and opti 
mization algorithms 216, 220, and 224 by rule identifiers 
that are coded into the algorithms. Thus, although the Service 
organization cannot modify the algorithm itself, through the 
use of the programmable rules and constants, the Service 
organization is provided with a mechanism by which the 
operation of the negotiation, assignment, and optimization 
algorithms 216, 220, and 224 of the scheduling system 200 
may be customized or configured to the particular needs of 
the Service organization using the Scheduling System 200. 

0018. Examples of the types of rules and constants shall 
now be discussed to illustrate their use in customizing or 
configuring the Scheduling System 200. It will be appreci 
ated, however, that the following description, although 
describing particular embodiments, is provided by way of 
example, and should not be interpreted in limiting the Scope 
of the present invention. 
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0.019 AS mentioned previously, the rules of the constraint 
Set include both fixed busineSS rules and configurable or 
programmable rules programmed by the Service organiza 
tion. However, the rules, both the fixed and configurable 
ones, can also be generally categorized by a type as well. For 
example, the rules of the constraint Set can be categorized 
according to the following types. 

0020 Order candidacy rules, which govern which 
orders can be considered by the appointment, nego 
tiation, assignment, and optimization algorithms; 

0021 Mobile user candidacy rules, which govern 
which mobile users can be considered by the 
appointment, negotiation, assignment, and optimiza 
tion algorithms; 

0022 Assignment candidacy rules, which determine 
which order and user pairs constitute valid assign 
ments, 

0023 Score rules, which provide a measure of the 
quality of the assignment or an order to a mobile 
user, and is used in assignment and optimization as 
well; and 

0024 Intermediate rules refer to those rules that are 
referenced by other rules. The intermediate rules are 
used to build up complex high level rules. 

0.025 The three candidacy rules, namely, the order, 
mobile user, and assignment candidacy rules return a value 
of true or fail. The Score rules return a numerical value, 
typically between Zero and one. There can be a variety of 
Score rules. For example, there are a number of instances of 
each type of candidacy rule, where all instances of each type 
must be true for the order or user to be considered a 
candidate. It will be appreciated that the various rules 
previously described can be used or accessed by one or all 
of the algorithms executing in the Scheduling System, 
including the negotiation, assignment and optimization algo 
rithms. As will be explained in more detail below, certain 
types of business rule values are available to corresponding 
types of rules. 
0026. As mentioned previously, the grammar for the rule 
language is designed to provide enough flexibility to express 
the various business rules that need to be defined for the 
Scheduling System. A programmable rule is written by a 
Service organization according to a language convention, 
which is Subsequently translated into a rule grammar format. 
The same language convention could be used for the fixed 
busineSS rules and constraint Sets as well, except that the 
fixed busineSS rules are inaccessible by the Service organi 
Zation. A Suggested language convention is as follows. 
0027) A programmable rule is identified by a <rule ide 
which is a label starting with the symbol “R:”. The <rule id> 
must be unique within the rule context group. The rule is 
composed of a rule body or rule clause composed of 
different rule types or more rule identifiers. The rule clause 
is bounded by a pair of brackets (), and each of the rule 
identifiers therein are separated by a semicolon (). The rule 
is then terminated by a period (.). 
0028. In addition to defining the rule language conven 
tion, data types are defined as well. The following list 
provides examples of those data types that can be defined 
within the language. 
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0029) Rule label. This label identifies a rule for 
future reference. Rule labels begin with R:. 

0030 Variable label. This type of label is enclosed in 
Square brackets and denotes a value that is returned 
by the System that the rule may access. The value is 
returned by a function and may be a single field in a 
database or the result of combining information from 
a variety of Sources (e.g. a synthesis of different 
database fields). The motivation for providing this 
label mechanism is to furnish the Service organiza 
tion with the ability to reference values that are 
logically related to one another (e.g., the wage paid 
to a given mobile user). A variable label may be 
composed of one or more elements, each Separated 
by a period (...). Each of the elements denotes a 
sub-field of those to its left; for example, order.date 
denotes the date belonging to the order object, and 
order.assigned User:State denotes the State of the 
mobile user assigned to the order. 

0031 Variables may, as will be discussed in more detail 
below, represent literals, numbers, dates and Strings. If the 
variable label is preceded by a dollar sign (S) the label is 
taken to be a database field name and not an accessor 
function. This is done in order to allow for the possibility 
that a Service organization creates a customized database 
field or configurable fields that can be used by the rules and 
constants. For example, Some configurable fields include 
customer contact number, completion codes (showing work 
done and parts or materials used to complete and order), 
customer account number, previous work history, and the 
like. 

0032 Dates. Dates are bounded by a pair of per 
centage signs (%%) and are specified in the follow 
ing format: 
0033 yyyy/mm/dd (numeric year, month, and 
day) 

0034 Times. Times are bounded by a pair of amper 
Sand Signs (& &) and are specified in the following 
format: 

0035 hh:mm:ss (hours, minutes, and seconds) 
0036) Datetimes. Datetimes are bounded by a pair of 
“at” signs (GG) and are specified in the following 
format: 

0038) Numbers. These may be signed or unsigned, 
integers or real numbers base ten. Real numbers are 
Specified in floating point format only. 

0039 Strings. These are delimited by a pair of 
double quotes (“”) and may contain alphanumeric or 
Special characters. 

0040 Literals may be any of the date, number or 
String types. A literal label represents a label that has 
been equated to a literal. Literal labels are delimited 
by a pair of colons (::). Some special literals are 
defined for the rule language: 

0041) Boolean values are treated as literals e.g., 
:true: and false. An undefined or non-existent value 
is nil: 
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0042 Sets are supported in so far as there are 
operators to perform membership comparisons on 
Sets. There is no defined mechanism for defining a 
set literal (via a literal label). 

0.043 Based on the rule semantics and data types previ 
ously defined, an example programmable rule is provided: 

0044) R:o11 {orderstate eq:pending:} is a Bool 
ean rule where “Rio 11’ is the rule label and “order 
.State eqpending: is the rule clause. Within the rule 
clause, “orderstate” is a variable label which pro 
vides the current State of the order, and “:pending: 
is a literal label. Essentially, the rule Rio 11 will 
return a “true' value for all the orders that are 
currently pending. AS will be shown in various 
examples below, Simple rules Such as R:O11 can be 
combined with other rules to configure the operation 
of the negotiation, assignment, and optimization 
algorithms. 

004.5 The rules written according to the rule language 
convention previously described are Subsequently translated 
into a rule grammar. The following list provides an example 
rule grammar as expressed using a BNF notation. That is, the 
expression to the left of the “::=” symbol are expanded to the 
expression provided to the right. Additionally, optional 
Selection of a terminal or non-terminal Symbol is indicated 
with an OR symbol “”, where terminal symbols are in bold 
and non-terminal Symbols are enclosed in angle brackets 
66 ss 

Rule definition: 

<allof rule> all-of <blinks {<blinks <allof body> <blinks 
<allof body> <rule ids <rule ids ; <allof body> 
<anyof rules any-of <blinki>{<blinks <anyof body> <blinks 
<anyof body> <rule add <rule ids ; <anyof body> 
<oneof rules 
<oneof body> 
<exec rule> 
<expr rules 
<exp body> 
<cond rule> 

one-of <blinki>{<blinks <oneof body> <blinks 
<rule ids <rule ids ; <oneof body> 
exec-fn <blinks {<id labels 
{<blinks <exp body> <blinks 
<rule ids <rule ids ; <exp body> 
if -blinks {<blinks <cond clauses <blinki>}<blinks 
then 
<blinks {<blinks <expr clauses <blinks <blinks 
else 
<blinks {<blinks <expr clauses <blinks ) 
<clause bodys <rule Ids <cond clauses 

<expr clauses 
Rule clause 
definition: 

<rcl body> <blink <rc items <blinki> 
<rcl items <clause body>|<rule body>|<rule ide 
<clause body> <values <logops <values <setvals <setops <setvald 
Expression 
definition: 

<numvald (<blinki> <num exps <numop> 
<numexps <blinks ) 
<datevals (<blinks <datevals <dateops 
<numvals <blinks) 

<num exps 

<date exps 

<numvald <numbers <literals <variable> 
<dateval- <dates <literals <variable> 
<values <blinks <val types <blinki> 
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-continued 

<setvald <<set body> x 
<set body> <set element> <set element> <blinki> <set body> 
<set element> <numbers <dates <literals 
<val types <numbers <string><dates <literald 

<variable> <rule ide 
<literals <id labels 
<variable> <var labels <var label 1s 

Savar labels 
<id labels <var labels <var labels 

<var label 12 
<var labels 
<id labels <alpha> <alphanuma 
<alphanums <alpha>|<numerics 
<string "<string body> 
<string body> <ans: <string body> <ans> 
<numbers <sign> <real> <space> <sign> <integer <space> 
<dates % <date defn 26 
<date define <yyyye f <man mans f <ddd 
<times & <time detna & 
<time defins <hha f <min mint f <ssic 
<datetimes G <date defins - <time define G 
<real- <integers <floatparts 
<floatparts <nulls | <integers 
<integers <numerics | <integers <numerics 
<aS> <alpha>|<numbers | <specials 
<sign> <nulls + - 
<dd- <integers Range: 01-31 
<O lax <integers Range: 01-12 
<yyyy> <integers Range: 0-9999 
<hhs <integers Range: 0–23 
< x <integers Range: 0-59 
<55> <integers Range: 0-59 

<setops seq mem. Inmem in notin 

<dateopa + - 
<alpha> a bic de fgh ij k l 

mn O p q r is tu v w x 
y Z 
A B C DE | FG |H| IJ K L 
MNO P| QRSTUVW 
XYZ 

<numerica O| 1 || 2 || 3 || 4 || 5 || 6 || 7 || 8 |9 
<specials ! (a) # $% & * | f | + | | 
<spaces 

<spaces UNICODE space character 
<nulls No token required 

0046) The operators used in the above grammar are 
defined as follows. 

0047 all-of 
0048. This operator applies to all clauses identified in the 
rule body. A logical AND operation is performed on the 
clauses, thus: 

0049 R:xyz all-of R:o1; R:o2; R:o3 ... is equiva 
lent to: 

0050 R:o1 AND R:o2 AND R:o3 
0051. The value returned by this operator is a Boolean 
(true or false). 
0052 
0053. This operator applies to all clauses identified in the 
rule body. A logical OR operation is performed on the 
clauses, thus: 

any-of 
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0056. The value returned by this operator is a Boolean 
(true or false). 

0057 one-of 

0.058. This operator applies to all clauses identified in the 
rule body. A logical exclusive OR (XOR) operation is 
performed on the clauses, thus: 

0059 R:xyz one-of{R:o1; R:o2; R: o3 ... is equiva 
lent to: 

0060 Rio 1 XOR R:o2 XOR R:o3 
0061 The value returned by this operator is a Boolean 
(true or false). 
0062) Expression rule 

0.063 An expression rule may consist of an expression 
that can either be a numeric, date or String expression or may 
consist of a number of rule identifiers. The result of the 
execution of the rule is the value of the expression or, in the 
case of a number of rules, the value returned by the last rule 
executed. An “if” statement without an “else’ clause is only 
considered to execute if the condition is true. Thus, the rule: 

0065 executes each of the rules and returns the value of 
the last rule that executed. Thus, if no conditional clauses are 
evaluated the result of executing rule R:xyz will be the result 
returned by rule R:o3. The expression rule provides a 
flexible mechanism for performing a number of conditional 
clauses where the rule is expected to yield a value corre 
sponding to the conditional clause that Succeeded. 

0.066 exec-fn 
0067. This operator applies to a single named function in 
the rule body. The result returned by the rule is that returned 
by the named function. This operator is provided so that 
complex expressions may be invoked as a single rule clause 
without requiring the Service organization to program the 
expression. 

0068 Conditional clause 
0069 Conditional expressions only have a consequent 
and “else’clause. The former is evaluated if the logical 
expression of the conditional evaluates to true otherwise the 
"else' expression is evaluated. The Syntax used is the 
following: 

0070 If clause then expression else expression. The 
clause may be a simple Boolean clause or may be a 
rule identifier. The expression may be numeric 
(returning an integer or real value), a date expression 
(returning a date) or a rule identifier. 

0071 Logical Operators (A op B) 
0.072 Logical operators must be provided with operands 
of the same type. In the event that one or both operands are 
undefined (nil:) the result of the operation will be false: 
0073. In the following expressions, if A and B evaluate to 
numeric or date values the comparison is done based on the 
arithmetic relationship between the operands. If A and B 
evaluate to Strings the comparison is done according to the 
UNICODE collating sequence. 
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eq Returns true if A = B 
neq Returns true if A z B 
leq Returns true if A is B 
Seq Returns true if A2 B 
t Returns true if A < B 
gt Returns true if A > B 

0.074] Set Operators (Aop B) 
0075. In the following expressions, A and B must repre 
Sent Sets of Similar objects. 

le Returns true if A?h Biz 2) 
le Returns true if A?h B =2) 

seq Returns true if A = B 
in Returns true if A 6 B 
notin Returns true if A if B 

0076) The following tables describe valid label sets that 
can be used in the grammar for the rule language, given the 
type of rule being created. The tables presented below list 
the variable labels that the Service organization is allowed to 
reference and the values that the variables referenced may 
take. 

0077 Order Candidacy and Assignment Candidacy. The 
following table provides Some examples of the types of 
busineSS rule values that may be used in expressions for 
order candidacy and assignment candidacy: 

<var labels Type Value 

orderstate Literal en-routependingon 
site|dispatched 
completelcancelled 
suspended 

order.is Assigned Literal true false 
order.scheduleDate Date datenil 
order.is AutoDispatchable Literal true false 
order.priorityType Literal normallemergency 
order.context Literal currentfuturelundated 
order.assignedUser Label Mobile User identifier 
order.area Variable The area for the order 
order.amountCollected Number Amount collected 

0078 Mobile User Candidacy and Assignment Candi 
dacy. The following table enumerates the busineSS rule 
values that may be used in expressions for mobile user 
candidacy and assignment candidacy: 

<var labels Type Value 

user.is AutoDispatchable Literal true false 
user:State Literal available unavailable 

en-route on-site 
emergency 

user.isinEmergencycontrol Literal true false 
Scaea Variable The mobile users 

assigned area 
user:Wage Number mobile user wage 
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0079 Assignment Candidacy. The following table enu 
merates the values that may be used in expressions for 
assignment candidacy: 

<var labels Type Value 

user order. travelTime number mobile user travel time 

0080 Area Data. The following table enumerates some 
of the values that may be used in expressions involving 
CS 

<var labels Type Value 

area.travelMin number Minimum area travel 
time 

area.travelMax number Maximum area travel 
time 

0.081 System Data. The following table enumerates some 
of the System values that may be used in expressions for 
mobile user or order candidacy: 

<var labels Type Value 

System Date date Date 
SystemMinUserwage number Minimum mobile user 

Wage 
SystemMaxUserwage number Maximum mobile user 

Wage 
System AmountCollected Min number Minimum amount 

collected 
System AmountCollectedMax number Maximum amount 

collected 
SystemSchedulingActivity literal scheduled redistribution 
Type in-dayfloater suggest 

forecastlauto-distribute 

0082 Constants, as briefly discussed above, allow a 
Service organization to control the flow of execution within 
the rules. Constants are a mechanism for replacing global 
constants that would otherwise require explicit reference in 
the programmable busineSS rules. This feature is illustrated 
by the following example. 

0083) Let there be a Boolean constant X that the 
Service organization Sets to establish Some configu 
ration. Additionally, the Service organization has 
included a programmable rule that should be invoked 
if the value of X is true. Through the use of con 
stants, the rule could be formulated in the form: 

0084 Rule R1: If (X=true) and (Y or Z) then expres 
Sion. 

0085. This rule could be recast in the following form, 
using a constant: 

0086) Constant C1: true. 

0.087 Rule R2: If (C1) and (Y or Z) then expression. 
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0088. Thus, this mechanism allows the service organiza 
tion to change the behavior of rules by manipulating Sec 
ondary level rules (those invoked explicitly by other rules) 
rather than referencing a global value explicitly. 
0089. The following are some examples illustrating the 
use of the programmable rules and constants that may be 
created by the Service organization using the rule language 
convention previously described. It will be appreciated that 
the following examples have been provided to illustrate 
various aspects of the present invention, and are not intended 
to limit its Scope. 

0090 Constants 
0091 Emergency Order Dispatching 
0092. This constant allows for emergency order dispatch 
ing. It is checked in the order candidacy rule. 

0093 R:EmergencyOrderDispatching {{:true:}} 
0094. If we wish to turn off emergency order dispatching 
the constant would read thus: 

0.095 R:EmergencyOrderDispatching {{:false:}} 
0.096 Rules 
0097 Order Candidacy Rules 
0098. This example uses the constant rule R:Emergen 
cyOrderDispatching previously defined. The order candi 
dacy rule (R:OrderCandidacy) describes the conditions 
under which an order can be automatically assigned by the 
Scheduling System to a mobile user. For example, for an 
order to be assignable, the order State must be pending 
(R:o11) or dispatched (R:o12), the order must be enabled for 
automatic assignment (R:O6), as well as a number of other 
conditions. The order candidacy rule also makes use of a 
constant. For example, there is a constant that indicates 
whether an emergency order can be automatically dis 
patched (R:EmergencyOrderDispatching). If the value of 
this constant is false, that is, emergency orders cannot be 
automatically dispatched, and the order is an emergency 
order, then it cannot be automatically assigned. However, if 
the value of this constant is true, then the order can be 
dispatched even it is an emergency order. 

R:OrderCandidacy all-of{R:ol; R:O3; R:O4; R:O6; R:o7; R:O9. 
R:ol {any-of{R:oll:R:o12}}. 

R:O11 {order.state eq pending:}. 
R:O12 order.state eq:dispatched:}. 

R:O3 order.is Assigned eq false:}. 
R:O4 orderscheduleDatele system Date. 
R:O6 order.is AutoDispatchable eq:true:}. 
R:o7 {any-of{R:o71; R:o72}}. 

R:o71 {order.priorityType neq :emergency:}. 
R:o72 all-of{R:o721; R:EmergencyOrderDispatching}}. 

R:o721 order.priorityType eq:emergency:}. 
R:o9 {R:Usercandidacy. 

0099 Mobile User Candidacy Rules 

0100 The mobile user candidacy rule (R:UserCandi 
dacy) describes the conditions under which a mobile user 
can be automatically assigned orders. For example, to be 
assigned orders, a mobile user must be enabled for automatic 
assignment (R.f100) and must not be in an emergency State 
(R:f100), as well as a number of other conditions. 
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R:UserCandidacy all-of{R:f100; R:f101; R:f102; R:f105}. 
R:f100 order.assignedUser.is AutoDispatchable eq:true:}. 
Rf101 order.assignedUserstate neq :emergency: }. 
Rf102 order.assignedUser.isinEmergencyControl neq :true:}. 
Rf105 any-of{R:f1051; R:f1052}}. 

R:f1051 order.assignedUser.model neq :local:}. 
R:f1052 (all-of{R:f10521; R:Userlocal ModelDispatch }. 

R:f10521 order.assigned Usermode eq:local:}. 

0101. Amount Collected Rule 
0102) The amount collected rule provides a score, 
between 0 and 1, that indicates the relative value of (that is, 
the revenue generated by) working on an order. Higher 
values represent more revenue collected. Note that rule 
R:ac10 is used in many places in the following example. 
Thus, the Riac10 rule provides a good example of the use of 
an intermediate rule. 

R:AmountCollected Score R:ac1; Riac2; R:ac3 . 
Riac1 (if {R:ac10 leq 0} then {0}}. 
R:ac2 if {R:ac20 then { R:10 }}. 

R:ac20 all-of { Riac21; R:ac22 . 
R:ac21 { Riac10gt 0 }. 
R:ac22 { Riac10 lt 1 }. 

R:ac3 if{R:ac10 geq 1 then {1}}. 
Riac10 if systemAmountCollectedMax eqsystem Amount 
Collected Min then 

{ 1 else {R:ac101}}. 
Riac101 (1 - (Corder.amountCollected - system Amount 
Collected Min) / (systemAmountCollectedMax - systemAmount 
Collected MinD). 

0103 Mobile User Wage Rule 
0104. The mobile user wage rule provides a score, 
between 0 and 1, that indicates the whether the mobile user 
is expensive to assign to orders. Lower values represent 
more expensive mobile users. 

0105. It will be appreciated that certain details have been 
Set forth herein to provide a Sufficient understanding of the 
invention. However, it will be clear to one skilled in the art 
that the invention may be practiced without these particular 
details. In other instances, well-known circuits, control 
Signals, timing protocols, and Software operations have not 
been shown in detail in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the invention. Additionally, computer and/or Software 
implementation of embodiments of the present invention are 
well-known to those of ordinary skill in the art. It will be 
further appreciated that, although specific embodiments of 
the invention have been described herein for purposes of 
illustration, various modifications may be made without 
deviating from the Spirit and Scope of the invention. Accord 
ingly, the invention is not limited except as by the appended 
claims. 
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1. A method for configuring a Schedule process, compris 
ing: 

Scheduling an order into a shift of a worker according to 
a set of rules, and 

configuring the Set of rules to change the act of Schedul 
Ing. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring comprises 
programming a rule to control which orders are considered 
in the Schedule process. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring comprises 
programming a rule to control which workers are considered 
in the Schedule process. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring comprises 
programming a rule to control whether an order can be 
assigned to a worker. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein configuring comprises 
programming a rule to provide a Score when comparing a 
workers to an order. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising program 
ming a set of constants to control the flow of execution 
within the rules, the constants replacing global constants that 
would otherwise require explicit reference in the configured 
Set of rules. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein scheduling comprises 
negotiating a reservation, assigning the reservation, and 
optimizing the reservation. 

8. A method for configuring a Schedule process, compris 
Ing: 

Scheduling an order into a shift of a worker according to 
a set of rules, and 

programming a constraint Set to change the act of Sched 
uling. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein programming a con 
Straint Set includes programming a set of rules, each rule 
programmed in accordance with a rule language convention 
having: 

a first field containing rule identifier to uniquely identify 
the data structure; and 

a field containing a rule body including material for 
altering the Schedule proceSS from a Standard process to 
a reconfigured process. 

10. The method of claim 8 wherein scheduling comprises 
negotiating a reservation, assigning the reservation, and 
optimizing the reservation. 

11. A method for performing a Schedule process, com 
prising: 
programming a programmed constraint Set to Supplement 

or change a fixed constraint Set, and 
executing a Scheduling process that performs a process of 

Scheduling orders to a worker in accordance with the 
programmed constraint Set and the fixed constraint Set. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the programmed 
constraint Set comprises programmable rules and constants. 

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising translat 
ing the first Set of rules from a defined configurable rule 
language convention into a predefined grammar. 

14. The method of claim 13 wherein translating the first 
Set of rules comprises compiling the first Set of rules into a 
library that is used when the Schedule proceSS is performed. 

15. The method of claim 12 wherein executing the sched 
uling process comprises performing the Scheduling proceSS 
according to a Standard process except where the pro 
grammed first Set of rules have altered performance of the 
Scheduling process to a reconfigured process. 
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16. A Scheduling System for a Scheduling environment, 
comprising: 

a negotiator to negotiate the reservation of orders, and 
an assigner to assign the orders to workers, 
the negotiator and assigner respectively negotiating and 

assigning the orders according to a constraint Set 
including a fixed set of busineSS rules and a set of 
programmable configuration rules. 

17. The scheduling system of claim 16, further compris 
ing an optimizer to optimize the reservation of orders. 

18. The scheduling system of claim 16 wherein the 
negotiator and assigner are implemented in a computer 
System having a processor and a memory coupled thereto. 

19. The scheduling system of claim 16 wherein the set of 
configuration rules programmed according to a rule lan 
guage convention defining a first data field containing data 
to uniquely identify a respective configuration rule and a 
Second data field containing data representing a rule clause 
for altering a Scheduling process from a Standard process to 
a reconfigured process. 

20. A Scheduling System, comprising: 

a memory for Storing a set of rules having a set of fixed 
busineSS rules and a set of configurable rules pro 
grammed by a Service organization; and 

a processor coupled to the memory for executing a 
Scheduling process that performs a Schedule process of 
Scheduling orders and workers in accordance with the 
Set of rules as altered by the Set of configurable rules. 

21. The scheduling system of claim 20 wherein execution 
of the Scheduling process by the processor includes invoking 
the Set of rules from defined locations in a negotiation 
algorithm. 

22. The scheduling system of claim 20 wherein the 
processor further executes an assignment algorithm in accor 
dance with the Set of rules as altered by the Set of config 
urable rules to assign orders to a worker. 

23. The scheduling system of claim 20 wherein the 
processor further executes an optimization algorithm in 
accordance with the Set of rules as altered by the Set of 
configurable rules to assign orders to a worker. 

24. The scheduling system of claim 20 wherein the 
processor further executes negotiation, assignment, and 
optimization algorithms in accordance with the Set of rules 
as altered by the Set of configurable rules to Schedule orders 
to a worker. 

25. The scheduling system of claim 20 wherein the set of 
configurable rules programmed by the Service organization 
are compiled from a defined rule language convention into 
libraries and Stored in the memory according to a defined 
rule grammar format. 

26. A Scheduling System, comprising: 

a first algorithm for negotiating the reservation of work 
orders, 

a Second algorithm for assigning work orders to workers, 
a Set of rules that are invoked from defined locations in the 

first and Second algorithms to govern execution of the 
algorithms, the Set of rules including a fixed set of 
busineSS rules augmented by a set of programmable 
rules for altering execution of the algorithms from the 
execution according to only the fixed set of business 
rules. 
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27. The scheduling system of claim 26 wherein the first 
and Second algorithms are implemented in a processor and 
the Set of rules are Stored in a memory coupled to the 
processor. 

28. A computer-readable medium having Stored thereon a 
data Structure, comprising: 

a first data field containing data to uniquely identify the 
data Structure, and 

a Second data field containing data representing a rule 
body including data for altering a Scheduling process 
from a Standard process to a reconfigured process. 

29. The computer-readable medium of claim 28 wherein 
the Scheduling process comprises negotiating a reservation, 
assigning the reservation, and optimizing the reservation. 

30. The computer-readable medium of claim 28 wherein 
the Second data field includes a variable label denoting a 
value that is returned when the data Structure is accessed. 

31. The computer-readable medium of claim 30 wherein 
the second data field includes bracket delimiters to identify 
the variable label. 

32. The computer-readable medium of claim 28 wherein 
the Second data field includes an operator and a rule body, 
the rule body bounded by a pair of braces and the operator 
operating on the rule body. 

33. The computer-readable medium of claim 32 wherein 
the operation comprises a Boolean operator. 

34. The computer-readable medium of claim 32 wherein 
the operation comprises a set operator. 

35. A computer-readable medium having instructions 
Stored thereon for causing a computer to perform a method 
for performing a Schedule process, comprising: 

Scheduling an order into a shift of a worker according to 
a set of rules, and 

configuring the Set of rules to change the act of Schedul 
Ing. 

36. The method of claim 35 wherein configuring com 
prises programming a rule to control which orders are 
considered in the Schedule process. 

37. The method of claim 35 wherein configuring com 
prises programming a rule to control which workers are 
considered in the Schedule process. 

38. The method of claim 35 wherein configuring com 
prises programming a rule to control whether an order can 
be assigned to a worker. 

39. The method of claim 35 wherein configuring com 
prises programming a rule to provide a Score when com 
paring a workers to an order. 

40. The method of claim 35, further comprising program 
ming a set of constants to control the flow of execution 
within the rules, the constants replacing global constants that 
would otherwise require explicit reference in the configured 
Set of rules. 

41. The method of claim 35 wherein scheduling an order 
comprises negotiating a reservation, assigning the reserva 
tion, and optimizing the reservation. 42. A computer-read 
able medium having instructions Stored thereon for causing 
a computer to perform a method for performing a Schedule 
process, comprising executing a Scheduling process that 
performs the Schedule process of Scheduling orders to a 
worker in accordance with a programmed constraint Set and 
the fixed constraint Set, the programmed constraint Set 
programmed by a Service organization and augmenting the 
fixed constraint Set to alter performance of the Schedule 
process to a desired configuration. 
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